Our knowledge of the complexity of the molecular mechanisms in biological systems and the processes that take place in living cells is expanding rapidly. This is due to a number of factors, among others the completion of many genome sequences and advances in structural biology. Structure determinations, primarily by X-ray crystallography but to a growing extent also by cryo-electron microscopy, have eliminated many of the experiments that were previously performed to get fragments of structural information. Now we can describe the mechanisms of many processes in atomic detail. The detailed descriptions of these, often large and complex systems, have ushered in a new phase of biology where experiments based on detailed structural descriptions are performed or where the interpretations of observations can be made from atomic structures.

However, rarely do we understand these systems so well that we can predict what conformational changes will take place or how different molecules will interact in less well known parts of the processes. To understand the rates at which things happen, and to predict what are the rate determining steps, is usually well beyond the current capacities. Thus, our understanding in many instances remains descriptive. It is important to bring scientists of different fields of biology and physical and theoretical chemistry together in an attempt to catalyze the development towards a deeper understanding of biological phenomena.

The Nobel Symposium 130 and this issue focus on some of the basic biological phenomena: replication, transcription, translation and transport where there are tremendous research activities and where the molecular systems and the functional mechanisms can now be described in atomic detail. These fields are now available for more fundamental research to give us a improved chemical understanding of the processes and the interactions, opening up the potential to predict what happens at steps not yet accessible to experimental research.

This meeting was held 51 years after the structure of DNA was published and 45 years after the first protein structure was reported. These achievements form the basis for much of the current research and it was highly appropriate that the meeting (and this issue) opened with a memoir of F.H.C. Crick presented by Aaron Klug.
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1. Introduction

All chromosomes in eukaryotic cells must be duplicated and then segregated to daughter cells to preserve the genetic heritage of the species and to produce the vast majority of cells that make up an individual organism. In eukaryotes, and particularly in multi-cellular eukaryotes, mistakes during mitotic chromosome inheritance can have devastating consequences to the individual because DNA damage can lead to the establishment of clones of cells that proliferate uncontrollably, such as occurs in cancer. To ensure accurate inheritance of genetic information, chromosomes must be precisely copied only once during the cell cycle and then evenly segregated to progeny cells. Coordination of the processes of chromosome duplication and segregation is therefore a key aspect of the cell division cycle. Overall, the two processes are regulated by the cyclin-dependent protein kinases that coordinate cell cycle progression. These and other protein kinases directly regulate complex machineries that participate in both chromosome replication and segregation. This perspective discusses some of the issues involved in the inheritance of DNA in eukaryotes and highlights similarities to inheritance of virus, bacterial and archaeal chromosomes.

2. Establishing the competence of chromosomes to replicate

Studies in the early 1970s suggested that in eukaryotic cells, chromosomes are somehow marked in the G1 phase and this mark renders them competent for initiation of DNA replication (for example, see [1]). G1 chromosomes, however, do not initiate DNA replication because the cells lack activators that trigger entry into S phase. These studies also demonstrated that once replicated, the competent state of chromosomes is lost and they have to pass through mitosis before they can regain this marked state. We now know that the competency of eukaryotic chromosomes to replicate is established by the assembly of a multi-protein complex (a pre-replicative complex; pre-RC) at individual origins of DNA replication [2,3]. The pre-RC consists of the origin recognition complex (ORC) that is the primary recognition protein for origins of DNA replication [4]. ORC binding allows recruitment of other known pre-RC proteins such as Cdc6 [5–9], Cdt1 [10,11] and the mini-chromosome maintenance proteins (Mcm2p, Mcm3p, Mcm4p, Mcm5p, Mcm6p and Mcm7p; [12–18]). The establishment of the competent state occurs in a period of the cell cycle when cyclin-dependent protein kinases are inactive. For example, in rapidly proliferating cells, the pre-RC is established during exit from mitosis and the marked chromosomes are inherited into the new daughter cells [19]. In quiescent cells that are stimulated to re-enter the cell cycle, pre-RC formation occurs in late G1 phase [18]. In either case, the competent state of chromosomes is activated and the DNA replication machinery acts in a temporally specific manner at each origin of DNA replication to replicate a segment of DNA (called a replicon). During this period, the pre-RC is disrupted and individual components of the pre-RC are either destroyed or dissociate from the DNA. Chromosomes therefore lose the ability to re-initiate DNA replication because the pre-RC that is necessary for initiation of DNA replication is not present [2,3]. The presence of cyclin-dependent protein kinases prevents new pre-RC complex formation. After chromosome segregation has been completed, the whole process may begin again.

While the biochemistry of the inheritance of chromosomes is still an active area of study, much of what we know about DNA replication in eukaryotic cells derives from studies on double-stranded DNA viruses that infect mammalian cells. Thus, it is informative to understand how origin recognition and initiation occurs in viral systems.
3. Origin recognition: SV40 and related viruses

Viruses with double stranded DNA genomes, such as Simian Virus 40 (SV40), infect primate cells and produce many progeny DNA molecules in a single infection. Thus, they ignore the once per cell division rule imposed on cell chromosomes, even though the viruses utilize many of the cellular proteins that are required for duplication of the cell chromosome. In the case of SV40, the best studied system, SV40 T antigen (T Ag) is the only virus-encoded protein required for viral DNA replication and it plays essential roles in all stages of DNA replication [20].

T Ag binds to four repeated DNA sequence motifs within the genetically defined origin of DNA replication [21]. In contrast to assembly of the pre-RC at cellular origins of DNA replication that is inhibited by active cyclin-dependent protein kinases, binding of T Ag to the origin of DNA replication requires cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity [22]. This requirement may enable T Ag to bind only when cells are proliferating and have committed to produce the cellular replication proteins on which virus DNA replication relies.

In the presence of ATP, the T Ag multimerizes and eventually forms two hexamers that remain associated with each other at the replication fork (Fig. 1) [23]. Each hexamer binds to the DNA in a non-sequence-specific manner and has DNA helicase activity. Thus, the duplex DNA is threaded through the structure, rather than the helicase moving along the DNA.

A related protein encoded by papillomaviruses, called the E1 protein, binds to specific sequences at the virus origin of DNA replication and forms double-hexamers in an ATP dependent process (Fig. 1) [24–26]. In the case of the papillomavirus E1 protein, DNA sequence specific binding of the protein to the virus origin of DNA replication is aided by a second virus encoded protein called E2 [27,28]. The E2 protein binds with high affinity to specific recognition sequences in the viral DNA and a separate domain of the E2 protein interacts with E1 monomers and therefore both bind cooperatively to the origin. The presence of E2 protein prevents E1 protein from forming hexamer structures, however during the transition from the monomer to the hexamer form of E1, interaction between the E2 protein is disrupted by E1 binding to ATP, forcing the release of E2 from E1 and the origin of replication [26,28,29]. Thus, the E2 protein acts both as a positive chaperone for E1 binding to the origin, but also as a negative regulator of E1 helicase activity. In this way, E1 binds to the origin of DNA replication and assembles the helicase activity at the origin rather than randomly along the chromosome. An ATP-driven event causes the transition from the origin recognition state to the helicase state. Recent crystal structures of an E1–E2 complex suggest that ATP causes an allosteric change in the structure of E1 that is incompatible with E2 interaction, but compatible with hexamer formation [29]. Once formed, the E1 AAA⁺ helicase is believed to assume a structure similar to the SV40 T Ag helicase.

Recent electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography studies on the structure of SV40 T Ag have suggested mechanisms for origin recognition, ATP-driven multimerization and DNA helicase activity [30–32]. T Ag has a small origin recognition domain in the amino terminal region of the protein that binds to the repeated sequences within the virus origin of DNA replication [33]. Four such recognition sites exist in the origin and based on what is known about the steps involved to form the papillomavirus E1 hexamer, it is likely that two of the T Ag molecules are precursors for the assembly of a single hexamer. Since four molecules of T Ag initially recognize the origin of DNA, two hexamers will form in the presence of ATP. These two hexamers most likely remain bound together [23]. Recent determination of the structure of the helicase domain shows a central channel in the helicase that can accommodate DNA and a side channel that could accommodate the separated single stranded DNA [31,32]. The joined helicase domains point away from each other and therefore away from the center of the symmetrical origin. This orientation is consistent with the two hexamers pumping the DNA though the structure, unwinding the DNA and allowing DNA synthesis primed by the polymerase α-primase complex that binds to T Ag (Fig. 1).

The T Ag helicase structure revealed a surprising potential mode of ATP driven DNA unwinding. Previous structural and biochemical studies on many multi-subunit AAA⁺ ATPases, including the DNA replication clamp loader RFC, suggested that ATP hydrolysis on one subunit is followed by hydrolysis on an adjacent subunit [34,35]. In contrast, the T Ag structure in its different nucleotide bound forms suggests that ATP hydrolysis occurs coordinate on all T Ag subunits in the hexameric helicase. Furthermore, the ATP bound form shows that a β-hairpin structure in the central channel of the molecule is in a closed conformation, whereas the ADP bound form shows the central channel and the β-hairpin open [32]. This has led to a model in which the β-hairpin interacts with the DNA and in the presence of ATP moves the DNA through the central channel, unwinding it and pumping the single stranded DNA out through the side channels (Fig. 1).

A remarkably similar structure exists in the hexameric MCM proteins. Eukaryotes have six essential MCM proteins that form a hexameric structure [36], whereas many archael species have a single MCM protein that forms a double-hexamer made of twelve identical subunits [37–39]. X-ray crystallography of the amino-terminal half of the protein shows it to be a barrel shaped double hexamer with a central channel that could accommodate double stranded DNA. Furthermore,
the MCM fragment contained a β-hairpin in the channel similar to that found in SV40 T Ag. Thus, it is expected that the MCM helicase might function like SV40 T Ag helicase by pumping the DNA through its central channel.

Unlike T Ag, where two hexamers sit at the two, joined DNA replication forks, the eukaryotic MCM proteins are widely distributed along the chromosomes before DNA replication and there is little evidence that the bulk of MCM protein is associated with active DNA synthesis. A model to explain the multiple MCM proteins that are loaded along the unreplicated portion of the DNA suggests that the MCM proteins may pump DNA toward the replication fork, as well as participate in unwinding the DNA at the fork itself [40]. Thus, the MCM proteins would function to translocate DNA as well as act as a DNA helicase. Hexameric translocases that utilize ATP have been observed to promote branch migration of Holliday junctions at sites of DNA recombination.

Another possible role of the MCM proteins that are bound to chromatin away from the DNA replication fork itself may be to remove histones from the DNA before the DNA enters into the DNA synthesis machinery. For example, if the two dimers of histones H2A,H2B that are present on each nucleosome were removed from the H3,H4 tetramer histone core, one negative supercoil in the nucleosomal DNA would be relaxed. In topologically constrained DNA, such as occurs in eukaryotic chromosomes, a change in twist in the nucleosomal DNA by the loss of H2A,H2B dimers from one nucleosome could promote compensatory unwinding of the DNA by ten base pairs. If multiple nucleosomes were disrupted as the DNA translocated, a substantial region of the DNA may already be unwound, or at least be energetically favorable for unwinding, prior to entry of the DNA synthesis machinery.

4. Origin recognition in eukaryotes

Unlike the small DNA viruses that have a single origin of DNA replication, eukaryotic cells have multiple large chromosomes that require many start sites for replication so that they can complete the task of duplicating the genome within a single S phase of the cell cycle. It was not obvious that the start sites for initiation would be DNA sequence specific and indeed many studies had demonstrated that in Xenopus oocytes, any DNA, even bacterial plasmid DNAs, would replicate only once per cell division cycle [41]. The concept emerged that in vertebrates the start sites for initiation of DNA replication were not genetically determined, a situation different to what was known to exist in bacterial and plasmid genomes.

This concept contrasted with DNA transformation experiments in S. cerevisiae where fortuitously it was discovered that some DNA sequences caused high frequency transformation of selected gene markers [42]. Later studies demonstrated that these autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs) correspond to start sites for initiation of DNA replication [43]. Genetic analysis of the sequences revealed a multi-domain structure of the genetically determined sequences, called a replicator [44]. The origin sequences in the S. cerevisiae genome consist of an essential A element and multiple important B elements that collectively are required for origin function (Fig. 2). In other yeast species, such as S. pombe, genetically defined ARS sequences exist, but detailed analyses of the DNA sequences have not revealed small DNA elements like those that exist in S. cerevisiae. Rather, ORC binds in an ATP independent manner to multiple, but redundant A,T hook sequence blocks [45–48]. Interestingly, S. pombe ORC has a subunit (Orc4p) that has an A,T hook domain associated with the AAA′ domain of the Orc4 subunit [49]. It is possible that S. pombe ORC represents an anomaly, but it is also possible that origin determination in higher eukaryotes involves ORC interacting with separate A,T hook domain proteins.

The identification of specific sequences at origins of DNA replication in S. cerevisiae resulted in the identification of origin binding proteins. The first such protein that was shown to be physiologically relevant was the Abf1p that bound to the B3 element in the ARS1 origin [50]. This protein functions as an enhancer of DNA replication, analogous to DNA-sequence specific enhancers of gene transcription and indeed in other contexts, Abf1p can either activate or repress transcription. A protein complex containing the Myb protein may perform a similar role in Drosophila [51]. But the critical protein that binds to all known origins of DNA replication in all eukaryotes is the ORC [4]. The binding site for ORC within yeast origins of DNA replication corresponds to the region where origins are hypersensitive to nuclease digestion in chromatin during S and G2 phases of the cell cycle and are therefore relatively protected during the G1 phase of the cell cycle [52,53]. This observation led to the idea that a pre-replicative complex (pre-RC) is bound to origins of replication in the G1 phase of the cell cycle [54]. The pre-RC is almost certainly the mark discussed above that renders chromosomes competent for DNA replication and is found on G1 phase chromosomes.

A six subunit protein complex, ORC is conserved in all eukaryotes and the largest subunit, Orc1p is even conserved in archaeal species (see below; [2,55]). All six subunits are essential in yeast, but only the Orc1-5 subunits are essential for DNA sequence-specific binding to origins in vitro [56]. ORC was also found to bind to DNA sequences in the yeast genome that normally do not function as origins of DNA replication, but act as silencers of gene transcription [57]. This raised the possibility that ORC may have other roles in the cell, a scenario that has been realized in animal cells (see below).

ORC binds to origins of DNA replication in an ATP dependent manner, a highly unusual circumstance for sequence-specific DNA binding proteins [4]. Some subunits of ORC have an AAA′ domain that either bind ATP or bind and hydrolyze ATP [58–61]. Furthermore, the ATPase activity of ORC is regulated by DNA [58]. ATPase activity is inhibited when ORC is bound to origins of DNA replication and is activated by single stranded DNA, suggesting that ORC plays an active role in origin determination and function and does not just function as a landing pad for other replication proteins.

In yeast, all ORC subunits are bound to the chromatin throughout the cell division cycle, with some subunits being phosphorylated in a cell cycle dependent manner by S-phase cyclin-CDKs [62–65]. In contrast, the mammalian ORC is highly dynamic during the cell cycle, with Orc1 being phosphorylated and degraded by ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis during the G1 to S phase transition in human cells or mono-ubiquitylated and released from chromatin in hamster cells [66–73]. Moreover, the Orc2 subunit is bound to chromatin in the G1 phase of the cell cycle in mammalian cells, but is gradually removed during S phase and ends up mostly on centromeric heterochromatin in mitosis [74]. The Orc6 subunit,
while localized to nuclear chromatin in interphase cells, binds to kinetochores in mitosis and also functions in a reticular network to promote cytokinesis [75,76]. Interestingly, Orc2 is also associated with centrosome throughout the cell division cycle and depletion of Orc2 from cells causes significant centrosomes defects [74]. Detailed studies have not been published for the other subunits, but it is likely that they also will participate in other parts of the chromosome replication and segregation cycle.

Another gene product that participates in origin recognition is the Cdc6 protein (Fig. 2). CDC6 was first identified as a mutant in the set of cell division cycle mutants described by Hartwell and colleagues and analysis of the phenotype of CDC6 mutants showed that it had an execution point in late G1 just prior to entry into S phase [77]. The S. pombe Cdc6p homologue (Cdc18) was isolated as a regulator of DNA replication because overexpression of the protein caused cells to re-replicate in a single cell division cycle [78]. A link to origins of DNA replication was implied when overexpression of Cdc6p was identified as a suppressor of an orc5-1 mutant [7]. Cdc6p was shown to control the frequency of initiation of DNA replication and certain mutants in CDC6 cause an over-replication phenotype [79]. Interestingly, combining cyclin-CDK phosphorylation site mutants in both ORC subunits and Cdc6p with constitutive expression of MCM in the nucleus of cells also caused over-replication of the genome in a single cell cycle [80]. This is in part due to cyclin-CDK complex (Clb2p-Cdc28p) binding directly to Cdc6p in a phosphorylation-dependent manner and inhibiting Cdc6p activity [81].

Cdc6p binds directly to ORC [82], potentially via an interaction with Orc1p [83], and enhances the DNA binding specificity of ORC to origin sequences [82]. Furthermore, Cdc6p interaction with ORC promotes significant structural changes in ORC, with three subunits becoming very sensitive to protease digestion in the presence of Cdc6p and ATP, but not ADP [82]. It is possible that Cdc6p, a AAA+ protein, may bind to the other AAA+ protein subunit in ORC (such as Orc1p) and form a structure where adjacent AAA+ subunits interact like the AAA+ subunits in the DNA polymerase clamp loader protein complexes that exist in bacteria or eukaryotic cells [34,35]. For example, the eukaryotic RFC clamp loader protein requires ATP for loading the DNA polymerase clamp PCNA onto primer-template DNAs. The ATPase activity of one subunit of RFC is activated by an arginine finger residue in an adjacent AAA+ subunit of RFC [34,35]. The potential similarity between Cdc6p and the clamp loaders has been discussed previously, since Cdc6p is required form loading the MCM proteins onto chromatin in vivo and in vitro [6,84-86]. In vitro, MCM loading requires ATP and both Cdc6p and ORC bound to DNA. Although Cdc6p may be the functional equivalent of the RFC loader at origins of DNA replication, it is more likely that the combined ORC-Cdc6p
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**Fig. 2.** Formation of the pre-Replication Complex in eukaryotes involves multiple AAA+ proteins at the origins of DNA replication. ORC, Cdc6p and Cdt1p cooperate to load the MCM proteins that most likely function as a DNA helicase like SV40 T Ag. MCM structure is modeled from [38,100].
protein complex [82] functions as the MCM loading complex, utilizing ATP just like RFC does to load PCNA [20,35]. Cdc6p is a AAA + protein that is highly similar in primarily amino acid sequence to the Orc1p subunit. Like Orc1p (and other ORC subunits Orc4p and Orc5p), Cdc6p has Walker A and B motifs that bind ATP and mutations in the Walker A motif block formation of the pre-RC and assembly of MCM proteins onto the DNA during mitotic exit and in G1 phase [6,83,85]. It is equally likely that Cdc6p will exert its ATPase activity when complexed with ORC. Since ORC has at least three AAA + proteins, their association with Cdc6p might activate Cdc6p ATPase activity in much the same way as other multi-subunit AAA + ATPase proteins do.

The role of Cdc6p in licensing DNA replication is conserved [5,16,18,87–90] and in the Xenopus early embryo is a rate limiting component for licensing of chromosomes for initiation of DNA replication [91]. Interestingly, in Xenopus oocytes, where origins are not determined by specific DNA sequences, Cdc6p stimulates ORC binding to chromatin [92]. Thus, there appears conservation of the ORC-Cdc6p interaction even though the details of how the two proteins interact to determine origin specificity in animal cell chromosomes are still not understood.

ORC and Cdc6p cooperate to load the MCM proteins onto DNA in and around the origins of DNA replication (Fig. 2). Multiple MCM complexes are believed to be loaded onto the DNA by a single ORC-Cdc6p complex [39]. The loading requires another protein called Cdt1p. This protein was originally identified in S. pombe as a regulator of the G1 to S phase transition and later shown to be required for MCM protein loading in both S. pombe and Xenopus egg extracts [10,11]. Cdt1p binds directly to the MCM protein complex and to Cdc6p, suggesting that it may act as a chaperone for bringing the MCM proteins to the origin. In vertebrates, Cdt1p is inhibited by a protein called geminin that is degraded by the anaphase promoting complex (APC) as cells exit from the metaphase stage of mitosis [93–96].

Once the MCM proteins are loaded onto DNA, the origins of DNA replication are competent for initiation of DNA replication, but replication still requires the cells to commit to a new round of cell division. Commitment to cell division promotes the activation of at least two protein kinase complexes, the S phase cyclin-CDKs and Cdc7-Dbf4. Both bind directly to and phosphorylate proteins in the pre-RC [2]. The role of Cdc7-Dbf4 is primarily to activate the MCM, since this kinase phosphorylates some MCM protein subunits and importantly, a mutation in the MCM5 gene partially suppresses a complete deletion of the CDC7 gene [92].

5. Origin recognition in Archaea

Archaea represent a third domain of living organisms that, although prokaryotes because they lack a nucleus, are quite distinct from bacteria. Determination of the sequence of many archaea genomes has demonstrated that the DNA replication machinery more closely resembles the proteins present in eukaryotes compared to bacteria [55,97]. Archaea have many of the proteins that were identified as being required for SV40 DNA replication, such as the single stranded DNA binding protein RPA, the DNA polymerase clamp PCNA and the ATP-dependent clamp loader RFC. Archaea species also have some of the pre-RC components, including a MCM like DNA helicase that forms a double-hexameric structure remarkably like SV40 T Ag (Fig. 3) [37,38,98–100]. Although archaea species do not have an ORC like that present in eukaryotes, they have one or more copies of proteins that are highly sequence related to Orc1p and Cdc6p, often called the Orc1p/Cdc6p protein [101–103]. Some species have only one such protein, but others have two or three and the recent sequence of a halobacterium species predicts nine Orc1p/Cdc6p related proteins [104]. It should be noted, however, that some species appear to lack an Orc1p/Cdc6p orthologue, suggesting that they may have an alternative mode of initiation of DNA replication, perhaps analogous to the bacterial RNase directed initiation [105].

The role of the Orc1p/Cdc6p protein appears to be both in origin recognition and MCM loading. As far as has been determined, many chromosomes and plasmids in archaea have a single origin or DNA replication, but there are clear examples where multiple origins have been predicted or indeed shown to exist [106–108]. Interestingly, these origin sequences physically map to sites adjacent to the gene(s) encoding the Orc1p/Cdc6p origin recognition proteins.
The three-dimensional structure of Orc1p/Cdc6p from two archaeal species has shown it to contain a AAA+ domain and a winged helix (WH) domain, both of which are predicted to be conserved in the eukaryotic Orc1p subunit of ORC and in Cdc6p/Cdc18 (Fig. 3) [109, 110]. The WH domain interacts with DNA and inhibits the DNA helicase activity of the MCM hexamer [89]. Most interestingly, the overall architecture of the archaeal Orc1p/Cdc6p proteins show striking resemblance to the structure of the bacterial DnaA initiator protein that also contains a AAA+ domain and a helix-turn-helix domain that structurally resembles the WH domain from Orc1p/Cdc6p [111].

Recent studies have shown that the archaeal Orc1p/Cdc6p protein binds to specific DNA sequences at origins of DNA replication both in vivo and in vitro [89, 103, 112, 113]. The WH domain is required for DNA binding, but unlike the eukaryotic ORC, ATP is not required. In one species, Sulfoglobo- bus solfatarius, three Orc1p/Cdc6p orthologues exist and they interact with different sequences at two known and separate origins of DNA replication [106]. Two of the proteins, called Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-2, bind to the oriCl origin, whereas all three (Cdc6-1, Cdc6-2 and Cdc6-3) bind to the oriC2 origin. These results suggest that the multiple Cdc6p proteins may oligomerize, perhaps in an ATP-dependent manner, at the origin and form a structure that resembles the multimers of DnaA that form in the presence of ATP at the E. coli oriC (Fig. 3). Thus, it appears that for origin recognition archaea may be a hybrid between the bacterial and eukaryotic modes of DNA replication initiation, although more biochemical studies are needed to investigate how the Orc1p/Cdc6p protein functions to recognize the origins of DNA replication and then load the MCM helicase.

The bacterial DnaA and archaeal Orc1p/Cdc6p proteins belong to a related clade of AAA+ proteins that are distantly related to the RFC-like clamp loaders proteins, although there is little amino acid sequence similarity between the bacterial and archaeal proteins [114]. This group also includes the eukaryotic Orc1p, Orc4p and Orc5p proteins. Although this classification is based on structural organization of the proteins, all of them are involved in loading other proteins onto DNA and thus the structural relationship may reflect an evolutionarily related function in utilizing ATP to perform work to modify the structure of the target protein. For example, the RFC clamp loaders open the PCNA clamp to load it onto a primer-template DNA [20]. ORC and Cdc6 in eukaryotes load the MCM proteins and although the MCM proteins have a circular, hexameric structure, it is not yet clear whether they are loaded as a preformed complex or as individual subunits that form the hexamer on DNA. Whichever mechanism exists, it is the ATP-driven work that allows the correct assembly to be loaded onto DNA so that it can participate in the initiation of DNA replication.

6. ORC and beyond

Bacteria and archaea have single proteins that recognize the origins of DNA replication and assemble the DNA helicase onto the DNA prior to the initiation of DNA replication. This raises the question of why ORC in eukaryotes consists of six essential proteins that appear to perform the same function, and they even require other proteins such as Cdc6p and Cdt1p to load the MCM helicase. One possible explanation is that the temporal regulation of the initiation of DNA replication throughout S phase requires more coordination with cell cycle progression than in bacterial and archaeal cells. Furthermore, DNA replication in multi-cellular eukaryotes needs to be coupled with maintenance of genomic stability by accurately replicating every region of the genome only once per cell cycle. A single chromosome that fails to be replicated correctly will cause lethality and in an organism that accumulates altered copy numbers of genes in a single cell can result in a tumor and be a detriment to the organism as a whole.

In bacteria, chromosome segregation occurs at the same time as the DNA is being copied and there is not a requirement to condense the genome prior to separation of the daughter chromosomes. In contrast, eukaryocytes have a different chromosome cycle because after chromosome duplication, the sister chromatids remain bound together prior to their coordinated segregation in mitosis. The segregation requires structures like centromeres and centrosomes, each of which is known to bind a subunit of the ORC [74–76]. In addition, formation of the pre-RC is essential for loading onto chromosome the SMC proteins that participate in sister chromatid cohesion and chromosome condensation [115, 116]. ORC is also involved in higher order chromosome structure, since it associates with heterochromatin in both mammalian cells and Drosophila [117–120]. Thus, it is possible that the reason why ORC has six subunits is that they help coordinate chromosome duplication with aspects of chromosome structure and segregation. The complex structure of eukaryotic chromosomes may require an ATP-dependent complex that loads other proteins onto the DNA during each stage of the chromosome duplication and segregation cycle. ORC could fulfill this role.
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